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ABSTRACT

We present a theoretical foundation and empirical findings
demonstrating the effectiveness of personality-targeted
design. Much like a medical treatment applied to a person
based on his specific genetic profile, we argue that theorydriven, personality-targeted UI design can be more effective
than design applied to the entire population. The empirical
exploration focused on two settings, two populations and two
personality traits: Study 1 shows that users’ extroversion
level moderates the relationship between the UI cue of
audience size and users’ contribution. Study 2 demonstrates
that the effectiveness of social anchors in encouraging online
contributions depends on users’ level of emotional stability.
Taken together, the findings demonstrate the potential and
robustness of the interactionist approach to UI design. The
findings contribute to the HCI community, and in particular
to designers of social systems, by providing guidelines to
targeted design that can increase online participation.
Author Keywords

Theory-driven design; user interface; personality;
extroversion; emotional stability; audience size; anchoring.
ACM Classification Keywords

H.5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI):
Miscellaneous.
INTRODUCTION

Understanding how psychology can inform the design of
social technologies has been the subject of extant HCI
research in recent years [13, 22, 44, 47]. While the design of
web-based applications to support social participation has
been largely based on intuition, trial and error [43, 62],
researchers of social participation in online settings have
been trying to develop theories that will guide practice. To
date, much of the HCI research in the area has focused on the
general user population, overlooking personality differences.
In these design-based studies, controlled experiments are
used to test the effect of UI design features on user behavior,
building on psychology theories to inform design choices
[13, 22, 47]. This approach enables researchers to draw
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conclusions about design effectiveness. However, to date,
studies based on this approach did not take into account
differences in users’ fundamental idiosyncratic attributes,
such as their personalities or motivations; in other words, to
follow a medical metaphor, this is equivalent to testing the
effectiveness of a medical treatment by providing it to all
patients, regardless of their specific genetic make-up.
We argue that an understanding of personality differences is
essential for designing HCI for online participation, as
different personalities are expected to respond differently to
design cues. Drawing on the interactionist tradition in
psychology research [17, 67], whereby situation and
personality interact to determine people’s behavior, we
combine controlled experiments, design manipulations,
surveys, and system data, to test the effectiveness of design
features that target participants’ idiosyncratic personal
attributes. The Psychology literature is divided on the extent
to which personality traits are viewed as stable and could
predict behavior. While the “personality” approach focuses
on individual differences as the primary predictor of
behavior, the “situation” approach emphasizes on the
characteristics of the situation where behavior takes place.
The interactionist approach tries to bridge these opposing
views and highlights the joint contribution of personality and
situation factors to explaining human behavior [17, 35]. As
such, this perspective incorporates a broader range of
explanations and allows researchers to test the effect of one
set of variables while controlling for the other. The
interactionist perspective has been applied in a variety of
contexts to explain behaviors such as individuals’ creativity
[70] and reactions to organizational change [59].
RELATED WORK

Our approach to applying the interactionist perspective to the
problem of online participation is inspired by the literature on
individual differences, technology use and online
engagement. Studies in that field showed how participants’
personal attributes, such as motivations or personality traits,
are correlated with technology use [49, 51, 55] and online
contribution [25, 57].
Relevant to our research is the literature on personalization
(e.g., [10, 23, 48]). Work in that area often develops a user
model based on users’ task-specific interactions (e.g. movie
views by the user in a movie recommender system). In the
present paper, on the other hand, we classify users based on

pre-existing categories informed by psychology research
(personality traits, in this case). In other words, while
personalization often involves defining user personas based
on task-specific prior activities, we define user profiles based
on more fundamental user attributes that transcend specific
settings.
In recent years, there is an attempt to explore personality
differences within the context of HCI. For example, several
studies have explored the interaction between users’
personality and persuasive messages they receive. For
example, [41] investigated the interaction between the trait of
“persuadability” and health-related persuasive messages on
people’s participation in health-related activity; and [40]
studied how the interaction between personality and
influence strategies affects online purchase intentions. [34]
took these ideas to the design of health-promoting mobile
applications, and studied the effects of the interaction
between personality and persuasive strategies on people’s
usage intentions. While such studies had the ultimate goal of
informing design, they did not directly test the effects of UI
design manipulations.
In the related field of adaptive UI, there has been prior
experimental work on the interaction between personality
traits and UI design features [30, 53]. The primary objective
of these studies has been to reduce users’ cognitive load and
make their interaction with the computer more efficient. The
differences in goals between such studies and ours (reduce
cognitive load vs. influence online participation), make them
different in terms of the applicable design manipulations.
Building on these prior works, the goal of the present paper is
to investigate the interaction between personality and design
features on online participation.
THE PROPOSED APPROACH

Applying the interactionist approach to HCI design, we
address the following general research question: can
differences in users’ idiosyncratic personal attributes explain
the effects of design interventions on users’ online
participation? Using the medical metaphor mentioned above,
the proposed approach is analogous to testing the
effectiveness of a medical treatment being applied to
individuals based on their specific genetic profile, rather than
the same treatment applied to the entire population. While the
proposed approach is applicable in a variety of design
settings, we use as the setting of this research two social
recommender systems, following the approach of MovieLens
[25, 47], a social movie recommender system used as an
online, live laboratory setting for researchers to test the effect
of design on user behavior.
In a recent study [56], we reported a preliminary exploration
of the interactionist approach, following the experimental
design outlined in Table 1, in which we showed how users’
conscientiousness levels determine their response to a
particular design intervention (manipulating an indicator

presenting the number of past contributors in an online
setting). In the present study we explore new design contexts.
We describe two studies in which we examine how the
interaction between personality traits (extroversion in Study 1
and emotional stability in Study 2) and design interventions
(experimental manipulation of perceived audience size
and social anchoring in studies 1 and 2 respectively) affect
user participation.

Experimental manipulations
Design
intervention: low
level

Design
intervention: high
level

Low level
of personal
attribute

Outcome for:

Outcome for:

low attribute level
X low intervention

low attribute level
X high intervention

High level
of personal
attribute

Outcome for:

Outcome for:

high attribute level
X low intervention

high attribute level
X high intervention

Personal
Attributes

Experimental Outcomes
Table 1. Experimental design: attributes X interventions.

This paper makes several contributions to HCI research.
Study 1 helps explain the inconclusive evidence concerning
users’ response to UI indicator of group (or “audience”) size,
and shows that users’ extroversion/introversion moderates
the relationship between the UI manipulation and users’
online participation. Study 2 expands the limited HCI
literature on social anchoring. It demonstrates the
effectiveness of UI indicators that serve as anchors in
encouraging online contributions depends on users’ level of
emotional stability. Taking the results of these two studies
together, we demonstrate the potential and robustness of the
interactionist approach to UI design in different settings. We
show that for different combinations of personality traits and
design manipulation, users’ personal idiosyncratic attributes
play a significant role in determining the extent to which UI
design manipulation encourage contribution in online social
systems. Finally, our study contributes to HCI practitioners,
and in particular to designers of recommender systems, by
providing guidelines to targeted design that can increase
online contributions.
In the sections that follow, we present two studies - the first
focuses on the moderating effect of extroversion on the
relationship between perceived audience size and online
participation, and the second investigates the differential
effects of social anchoring on online helping behavior,
moderated by emotional stability. In each study we present
the relevant literature, develop hypotheses about the factors

affecting user behavior, test the hypotheses in an
experimental setting, and discuss the findings briefly. We
then conclude the paper with a broader discussion of the
results, the interactionist approach to UI design, and the
implications for theory and practice.
STUDY 1: EXTROVERSION AND AUDIENCE SIZE

A large body of research on social technologies has been
concerned with identifying effective ways to encourage
contribution of public goods, such as users’ knowledge in
online settings [6, 7, 9]. A prominent avenue of research
involved the analysis of the relationship between audience
size and individuals’ contribution levels [5, 7, 71]. However,
research in this area offer inconsistent perspectives: for
example, a study of Facebook newcomers [7] found a
positive relation between perceived audience size and
contribution levels, and [71] found that a reduction in the
Chinese Wikipedia audience size (as a result of the blocking
of Wikipedia in mainland China) led to a decrease in
contributions among those users who were not blocked,
suggesting a positive relation between contribution and
audience size. Such empirical findings, however, stand in
contrast with extant research on private provision of public
goods, which suggests that the incentive to contribute is
inversely related to group size due to free riding [71]. In
many social technologies and online contribution settings
(e.g., Wikipedia, yelp, open source software) a potential
audience size is similar to the group size, since all readers can
contribute and vice versa.
We offer a new perspective on such conflicting evidence,
which allows for examining the response to UI indicators of
audience size by different types of users. A fundamental
factor that distinguishes individuals from one another is
personality - the dispositions and interpersonal strategies that
explain people’s behavior, and the unique and relatively
stable patterns of behaviors, shown by individuals [72]. A
personality trait highly relevant to understanding users’
response to the potential audience for their contribution is
extroversion.
Extroversion
represents
sociability,
cheerfulness, and optimism, such that extroverts seek out
new opportunities and excitement [51] and are sensitive to
positive or pleasure cues in their social environment [12].
Introverts, on the other hand, are reserved and distant toward
other people [32].
Extroversion has been associated with different patterns of
Internet use [58]. Introverts were found to be more likely to
prefer online to offline communication [16] and to spend
more time on chat rooms than extroverts [4]. Introverts also
reported that they can express themselves better in an online
context than offline [3]. Introverts’ preference for online
communication can be explained by the “online disinhibition
effect” theory [58]. This theory [66] states that some aspects
of online communication may lead to less restrained
communication and greater self-disclosure online. Among
these characteristics, the dissociative anonymity, invisibility

and asynchronicity aspects of online communication can
make it more appealing to introverts. Being anonymous,
remaining invisible to others, being unable to see others’
physical communicational cues, and having time to think
about what will be posted can help introverts to feel more
comfortable online. On the other hand, other studies have
found that extroverts were more likely than introverts to use
the Internet to maintain their relationships with friends and
family, to meet new people online and to frequent chat rooms
[42]. Extroverts were also more likely to use social
networking sites for maintaining relationships, entertainment
and information expression [45]. An argument that can
explain such results is that social networking sites are built
around the user’s preexisting offline social network [58].
This can make the factors that lead to the online disinhibition
effect (e.g. anonymity) less salient, thus favoring extroverts
rather than introverts.
In the present study we test the hypothesis that extroverts will
respond to a UI design feature indicating audience size in a
different way than introverts. In other words, we hypothesize
that users’ extroversion level will moderate the relationship
between perceived audience size and the likelihood they will
participate in an online social setting.
We expect that a small audience size will be associated with
lower contribution among extroverts and higher contribution
among introverts. The reasoning behind this hypothesis is as
follows: extroverts tend to be sociable, assertive, talkative
and active, whereas introverts are shy and reserved [31].
Extroverts also tend to seek rewards, with little attention to
the potential of negative consequences of such pursuit,
whereas introverts are more oriented toward avoiding
punishment than toward gaining rewards [32]. A large
audience size may represent the potential benefit of making
the contributor look knowledgeable and helpful among a
large user population (or online “audience”), but also
increases the potential for evaluation apprehension [15],
whereby the presence of others leads people to refrain from
expressing their views in social settings (e.g., classroom,
meetings), because they are uncertain about how their views
will be received [26]. Introverts, who seek to minimize the
risks associated with their behavior, are expected to exhibit
greater evaluation apprehension when the perceived audience
size is larger (which increases the likelihood that the views
they express will be received negatively by someone in the
audience), and consequently, will tend to contribute less.
Extroverts, on the other hand, will tend to play up the
potential benefits of reaching a larger audience who may
appreciate their contribution, and will therefore be more
likely to participate when a larger audience is present.
Furthermore, extroverts - who tend to be sociable and relish
the company of others - are likely to be encouraged by the
prospect of interacting with a large audience, whereas shy
and reserved introverts may be intimidated by this prospect.
We acknowledge that an alternative hypothesis might be
that anonymity and identifiability in online communication
can change group members’ behavior. The Social Identity
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model of Dein
ndividuation Efffects [60, 61]] and the onlin
ne
ddisinhibition efffect theory haave been used to explain ho
ow
aanonymity and
d identifiability in online com
mmunication can
aaffect the gro
oup members differently than
t
in offlin
ne
ccommunication
n and encourag
ge participation
n among users –
ssuch as introveerts – who mig
ght be more inh
hibited in offlin
ne
ssettings. The sp
pecific setting of our study, however, mak
kes
thhe latter hypoth
hesis less appliicable, given th
hat all users com
me
ffrom the same graduate schoo
ol, and thereforre the perceptio
on
oof complete ano
onymity may be hard to mainttain.
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Study 1: Metho
odology

T
The experimen
ntal setting forr testing the hypothesis
h
in th
he
ed
ppresent study was
w CourseAg
gent [21], a community-bas
c
sstudy planning system for graaduate students in the School of
IInformation Sciences
S
(iSch
hool) at the University of
P
Pittsburgh. Cou
urseAgent allow
ws students to plan
p their studiies
aand evaluate courses that they have taken,
t
reflectin
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w
workload and relevance to perrsonal career goals. The systeem
sserves as a so
ource of know
wledge about th
he suitability of
ggraduate coursees given speciffic career goalls. Currently, th
he
ssystem has overr 100 active useers.
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During the expeeriment period,, the CourseAg
gent landing page
((see Figure 1) invited parrticipants to answer
a
a sho
ort
qquestionnaire which
w
included personality iteems. Participan
nts
w
were surveyed only
o once durin
ng this period, and the respon
nse
as providing – or not – at leaast
w
was measured dichotomously
d
oone course evaaluation. Self-report surveyss are common
nly
uused in social science research
h to identify peersonal attributees,
aand have been used extensiveely in HCI and
d CSCW studiies
[51, 65]. The tw
wo extroversion
n trait question
nnaire items used
a 7-point Likerrt scale and were
w
taken from
m the Ten Iteem
P
Personality Insttrument [31], a short version
n of the Big Fiv
ve
innstrument whiich has been validated
v
and tested numero
ous
tiimes in prior sttudies.
T
The experimen
ntal manipulatiion included changing
c
the UI
U
inndicators for audience
a
size. A highly noticceable banner on
o
thhe top of ev
very interface of CourseAgent showed th
he
nnumber of visitors during thee prior month.. These numbeers
w
were manipulatted to include two conditionss – of small an
nd
laarge audience – applied in raandom. For thee small-audien
nce
ccondition, the value
v
assigned to the numberr of visitors was
w
bbetween 7 and 10 (values in this range app
plied randomly
y).
F
For the large-au
udience conditiion, the numbeer of visitors was
w
1100 (ranging beetween 90-110
0). Figure 1 sho
ows a screensh
hot
oof the large aud
dience size con
ndition. In summ
mary, users weere
aassigned to one of the four exp
perimental conditions described
inn Table 1.
M
Manipulation check: The low and high vaalues of audien
nce
ssize (of roughly 10 and 100 respectively) were
w
established
aafter a pilot teest conducted by
b using Amaazon Mechaniccal
T
Turk. In that experiment, paarticipants werre directed to a
w
webpage descriibing a simple scenario.
s

Figu
ure 1. Audiencee size manipulatiion: large audieence size.

Accordding to this sceenario, the partiicipant heard aabout a web
site thaat provides moovie recommenndations basedd on users’
ratingss; when visitingg the website, the participannt finds out
that itss number of vviewers last moonth was X (w
where X is
manipuulated by the researchers annd is randomlly assigned
either the low or higgh audience siize values). H
Having seen
this, thhe participant inn the pilot studdy is asked to w
what extent
they aggree with a staatements that thhe movie review
ws website
has a llarge audience.. Responses rannged between 1 (strongly
disagreee) to 7 (stronngly agree) usiing a Likert sscale. The
mean rresponses of thhe populations’’ of the two exxperimental
conditiions were comppared. 161 peoople took part iin this pilot
study. The low audieence size indicator received tthe average
score oof 4.13 out of 7, and the higgh audience sizze indicator
receiveed the averagee score of 4.994. A t-test w
was used to
compar
are the means, aand difference between them was found
to be significant (pp<0.001). Thee results suppported the
assumpption that the two anchors rrepresent large and small
audiencce size.
Study 1: Data analys
sis

We firrst distinguisheed between exttroverts and inntroverts by
perform
ming a mediaan split, such that respondeents whose
extroveersion score w
was above thhe sample meedian were
classifiied as high-extrroversion and tthose below thee median as
low-exxtroversion resspondents. Crronbach’s alphha of the
extroveersion responsses was 0.77, representing ssatisfactory
reliabillity. The indepeendent variablees in the analyssis included
extroveersion (high = 1, low = 0), perceived auddience size
(high = 1, low = 0), and the interaaction betweenn them. We
were interested in understandingg how the inndependent
variablles affect the likelihood thaat a user will decide to
contribbute. Therefore, the outcome vvariable was coontribution,
definedd as providing at least one evvaluation (Evaaluated = 1,
Not evvaluated = 0). In order to examine the effects of
personaality and designn, as well as thheir interaction,, and due to
the dicchotomous ouutcome variablle, we used a factorial
logisticc regression in the statistical aanalysis.

S
Study 1: Resullts and discuss
sion

O
Overall, 53 peo
ople participatted in this stud
dy, of which 31
3
((58.5%) were women.
w
The aveerage age was 28.3
2 (stdev=7.1
1).
O
On average, participants
p
con
ntributed 1.9 evaluations an
nd
443.4% of them
m contributed
d at least onee evaluation. A
bbetween-subjecct comparison showed that contribution
c
was
w
ccharacterized by
b power-law
w distribution. Examining th
he
eeffect of the audience
a
size alone, revealed no significaant
ddifference in co
ontribution ratee: 44.0% of th
hose in the large
aaudience condittion and 42.9%
% of those in th
he large audien
nce
ccondition provided at least onee evaluation. In
n other words, on
o
aaverage, audien
nce size did not
n lead to mo
ore participatio
on.
H
However, as ex
xpected, a closeer look at the participation
p
rattes
oof the sub-po
opulations, co
onsidering botth the extern
nal
m
manipulation and
a the users’ extroversion level,
l
revealed
d a
m
more intricate relationship (seee Figure 2).

Figure 2. The differential
d
effectts of audience siize: audience sizze
and contributiion are related positively
p
among
g extroverts and
d
negatively am
mong introverts.

T
The results of the logistic reg
gression showeed that the maain
eeffects of the independent variables
v
were not statisticallly
ssignificant (B=
=-.59, Wald=.58, p=.45 for extroversion
e
an
nd
B
B=-1.50, Wald
d=2.52, p=.11 for audience size).
s
Examinin
ng
thhe focus of ou
ur analysis, thee interaction between audien
nce
ssize and extroveersion level and
d its effect on contribution,
c
was
w
ffound to be sig
gnificant, in th
he expected direction (B=2.6
68,
W
Wald=4.73, p<..05).
T
The findings support
s
the hypothesis
h
thatt the interactio
on
bbetween extro
oversion and audience sizee is such th
hat
pperceived largee audience size is associated
d with increased
ccontribution am
mong extroverrts and decreaased contributio
on
aamong introverrts, whereas peerceived low au
udience size will
w
bbe associated with
w increased contribution by
b introverts an
nd
ddecreased contrribution by intro
overts (see Figu
ure 2).
T
The results calll into question the effectiveneess of a commo
on
ppractice in the design of soccial technologiees, and highlig
ght
thhe potential effectiveness of a more nuanced
n
perso
onssituation interractionist approach: provid
ding cues th
hat

emphaasize the potenttial for a large audience size may be an
effectivve way to increease participatiion among extrroverts, but
shouldd be avoided w
when users arre more introvvert. Future
work iss needed in ordder to identify other personal attributes such as social orientaation or comm
munity commitm
ment - that
may innteract with peerceived audieence size. As a practical
matter,, surveying new
w users about their personaliity traits as
part off their joiningg process couuld provide a minimally
intrusivve way to learnn about users’ personal attribbutes. With
such iinformation, soocial systems’’ designers caan develop
adaptivve user experieence, which incclude theory-driiven design
cues baased the idiosynncratic personaal attributes of uusers.
STUDY
Y 2: EMOTION
NAL STABILITY
Y AND SOCIAL
L
ANCHO
ORING

Humann judgment tennds to be influennced by anchooring: when
asked to make a quuantitative juddgment, peoplee are often
influennced by externnally presentedd information w
when such
inform
mation is availab
able to them [552]. Anchoringg is seen as
one off three basic heuristics in intuitive judgm
ment [39].
Extant psychology research dem
monstrates the cognitive
effects of anchoring: experimental m
manipulation oof the initial
values,, or anchors, leeads to estimattes that are biaased toward
the ancchor [18, 28]. As a result, studies of thee effects of
anchorring on human bbehavior were carried out in a variety of
discipliines, includingg finance [36], law [33] andd marketing
[1]. Soome of the ppsychological mechanisms underlying
anchorring are confirrmatory hypothhesis testing, nnumeric or
magnittude priming, and insufficiient adjustmennt. Recent
studiess took a broadder view of annchoring and aadopted an
attitudees and persuassion perspectivve, focusing onn the social
contextt in which ancchors arise [69]]. We use the tterm social
anchorring to refer too an anchoringg effect wheree the social
contextt, and in particuular the anchorr’s source, eliciit processes
of perssuasion and soccial influence annd affect judgm
ment [19].
Generaally speaking, H
HCI research onn the effects onn anchoring
has beeen relatively sccarce [2], withh the notable exxception of
[11], w
who found thatt when users oof a movie reccommender
system
m were asked tto re-rate moviies while (expeerimentally
manipuulated) “predictted” rating werre presented to them, they
tended to change theiir rating towardd the “predictioon” anchor.
More recently, [2] showed that users’ ratinggs can be
influennced by a reecommender ssystem’s (expeerimentally
manipuulated) anchorss, and that the effects of ancchoring can
be sepparated from tthe effects off the system’s perceived
reliabillity. We buildd on this priorr work and exxtend it to
exploree whether somee people are more sensitive too anchoring
than otthers.
The intteraction betweeen personalityy traits and ancchoring has
been th
the subject of recent researcch. For exampple, it was
shown that individuuals who are hhigh in the oppenness-toexperieence personaality trait weere significanntly more
influennced by anchorring cues relatiive to participaants low in
this trrait [52], annd [20] foundd that those high on
agreeabbleness and conscientiousness but low on exxtroversion

w
were more suscceptible to ancchoring. In con
ntrast, [27] foun
nd
nno significant interaction bettween anchorin
ng cues and th
he
ppersonality traitts of openness--to-experience. Our focus is on
o
thhe personality trait of emotio
onal stability, so
ometimes know
wn
aas the opposite of neuroticism
m [54, 68], which we take to be
b
hhighly relevan
nt for the anchoring context:
c
peop
ple
ccharacterized by
b high emotio
onal stability teend to be secu
ure
aand self-assureed [12], whereas those who
w
are low in
eemotional stab
bility (i.e. high
h in neuroticism) tend to be
b
innsecure and self-doubting
s
and
a
experiencce the world as
ddistressing [14]]. We argue th
hat emotional stability has th
he
ppotential to explain
e
user behavior
b
in the
t
presence of
aanchoring: sincce individuals who are hig
gh in emotion
nal
sstability tend to
o be more secu
ure and self-asssured, we expeect
thhat they will be
b less suscepttible to the inffluence of sociial
aanchoring cues.. Individuals who
w are high on
n neuroticism, on
o
thhe other han
nd, tend to have
h
an external control of
rreinforcement [37,
[
38]. Intern
nal versus exteernal control (i.e.
‘locus of contrrol’) refers to the degree to
t which peop
ple
bbelieve events in their life an
nd rewards they
y receive are th
he
rresult of their own
o
behavior or outside of their
t
control [6
63,
664]. Hence, beecause those high
h
in neurotiicism tend to be
b
eexternally focussed, we expect them to be mo
ore susceptible to
thhe influence of others, an
nd in particullar to be mo
ore
innfluenced by anchors
a
represeenting the opiniions of others. In
ssum, we hypoth
hesize that the effect of sociaal anchoring cu
ues
oon users’ ratin
ng will be weeaker among high- emotion
nal
sstability particiipants compareed to low- em
motional stabiliity
pparticipants.

(througgh a short quesstionnaire), (2)) design interveention, and
(3) oppportunities foor users to raate the accuraacy of the
recomm
mendation andd provide feeddback. As succh, PetLink
serves as an experim
mental platform
m through whiich we can
addresss research quuestions on thhe interactionns between
personaal attributes, deesign choices, aand user behaviior.
Particippants in the study were recruited viaa Amazon
Mechaanical Turk. Thhey received $00.05 and took part in the
study oonly once. Partiicipants were led to believe thhat PetLink
is partt of an acaddemic researchh project involving the
developpment of a technique tto match reespondents’
personaality traits and the pet that woould suit them most. This
was ccommunicated to participaants in a rrecruitment
announncement, and oon the PetLink ssite itself.
The PeetLink landing page (see Figuure 3) invited pparticipants
to ansswer a short personality questionnaire. The two
emotioonal stability quuestionnaire iteems used a 7-ppoint Likert
Personality
scale aand were adaapted from thhe Ten Item P
Instrum
ment [31], a shoort version of thhe Big Five insstrument.

S
Study 2: Metho
odology

W
We tested ou
ur hypothesis using a siimulated onlin
ne
rrecommender system
s
called PetLink
P
which we developed as
aan experimentaal platform. PettLink is presen
nted as a research
pproject in need
d of feedback from users: its
i landing page
innvites particip
pants to answ
wer a very short personaliity
qquestionnaire, and
a a simulated
d recommenderr system returnss a
ppicture of a pett that purports to present the “best match” for
f
thhe participant’ss personality (ssee Figures 3-5)).

Figurre 3. PetLink lan
nding page screeenshot.

T
The PetLink en
nvironment faciilitates the imp
plementation off a
22X2 factorial experimental design
d
illustraated in Table 1,
cconsisting of: (1) measureement of perrsonal attributtes

Figure 4. P
PetLink image p
page screenshot..

After ffilling out thee short questioonnaire responddents were
presentted with their purported “besst match” (see Figure 4):
an imaage of an anim
mal based on the responses to the survey
questioons, such thatt each combinnation of respponses was
associaated with a sppecific pet im
mage. Unbeknoown to the
responddents, the systtem consistently, but arbitrarrily, paired
certainn images withh certain persoonality profiless, with no
attemppt to match im
mages to perssonalities. At this stage,
responddents were reqquested to rate the quality off the match
on a five-star scale (see Figuree 4). In linee with the
experim
mental design ppresented in Taable 1, a mediaan split was
perform
med such that respondents w
with an emotionnal stability
score aabove the sam
mple median w
were classifiedd as highemotioonal stability paarticipants, andd those below tthe median
as low-- emotional stab
ability.
The exxperimental m
manipulation coonsisted of higgh and low
social anchor level: In addition too the image, rrespondents
were aalso presentedd with informaation about thhe average
rating for the particuular pet image presented to thhem (along
the linnes of UI desiign common oon popular reccommender
system
ms such as Amaazon or Netflixx). The “Averaage Rating”
value (see Figure 5)), representingg the social annchor, was

eexperimentally manipulated and randomly assigned eith
her
hhigh level (4.5 stars)
s
or low lev
vel (1 star).

Figure 5. Exp
perimental man
nipulation: two anchor
a
values.

IIn summary, at this stage all users were assig
gned to one of th
he
ffour experimen
ntal conditionss described in
n Table 1, an
nd
ffollowing a between-subjectss study design,, their responsses
w
were compared.
S
Study 2: Data analysis
a

O
Overall, 375 people
p
particip
pated in this study,
s
of which
447.2% were wo
omen. The aveerage age was 28.7
2
(stdev=9.9
9).
2249 participants (66.4%) prov
vided rating. Cronbach’s
C
alph
ha
oof the emotion
nal stability ressponses was 0..74, representin
ng
ssatisfactory reliiability. To testt our hypothesiis that anchorin
ng
is less effectivee among peoplee with high em
motional stabilitty,
w
we ran a regression with the independeent variables of
eemotional stab
bility (high emotional stab
bility = 1, lo
ow
eemotional stabiility = 0), percceived social an
nchor (high = 1,
loow = 0), and the interaction
n between them
m. The outcom
me
vvariable was th
he average ratin
ng (ranging beetween 1-5 starrs)
pprovided by thee participants.
S
Study 2: Resullts and discuss
sion

T
The average raating among participants
p
in all experimenttal
cconditions was 3.04. Consisttent with priorr studies, ratin
ngs
w
were biased to
oward the anch
hors, with meaan rating = 3.3
36
aamong high-an
nchor participaants and 2.71 and among lo
ow
aanchor participaants. The results of the regresssion revealed an
innsignificant main effect of emotional stabillity (p=.6) and
da
ssignificant effeect of perceived social anch
hor (p<.01). As
A
eexpected, both the regression and an ANOV
VA revealed th
hat
thhe interaction
n between thee independentt variables was
w
ssignificant (p<
<.05), thus su
upporting our hypothesis: on
o
aaverage, all parrticipants weree susceptible to
o anchoring (i.e.,
pprovided higherr rating when shown the high
h social anchor),
hhowever, the efffect of anchorring on high em
motional stabiliity
pparticipants waas weaker than
n its effect on
n low emotion
nal
sstability (neurottic) participantss (see Figure 6)).

Figgure 6. The diffeerential effect off social anchorin
ng: high
Emottional Stability p
participants aree less susceptiblee to social
aanchoring than llow Emotional S
Stability particip
pants.

The reesults highlighht the potentiial effectiveneess of the
personaality targeted interactionist aapproach: anchhoring may
be a uuniversal phennomenon, but its magnitudee is highly
person--specific. From
m an interacttion design pperspective,
using anchors as a way to influuence behavioor is more
effectivve among som
me users, and ffurther work iss needed to
identify
fy other personaal attributes thaat may influencce the effect
of ancchoring. Anothher related opeen question cooncerns the
identifi
fication of othher UI designn interventions that may
interacct with the Emootional Stabilityy personality traait.
OVERA
ALL DISCUSS
SION AND CON
NCLUSIONS

In the ttwo studies desscribed here, w
we tested the efffectiveness
of perssonality-targeteed design approoach as a way tto influence
particippants and increease their partiicipation. Speccifically, by
focusinng on audiencce size and soocial anchoringg cues, we
soughtt to examine rrelatively popuular HCI designn practices
(namelly, displaying oothers’ behavioor, including othhers’ rating
and thhe number of others’ prior visits), in orrder to (1)
demonnstrate how inssights from psyychology reseaarch can be
used iin novel wayss in an HCI context to im
mprove the
effectivveness of sociaal technologiess, and (2) use H
HCI design
as a large-scale eexperimental ttool through which to
contribbute to psycholoogy research.
The U
UI design cuees we tested were shown to have a
differenntial effect on participants w
with different leevels of the
extroveersion and emotional staability, suppoorting our
hypothheses and illustrrating the potenntial value of ppersonalitytargeteed design.
While specific designn implications were discusseed for each
study separately, a more generaal implication from the
findinggs is that we ccannot necessaarily expect inndicators of
commuunity’s activityy (such as auudience size, or others’
rating) to equally afffect all particcipants . Insteaad, a more
nuanceed, targeted appproach to UI ddesign is needded. This is

made particularly evident in the case of Study 1, where
displaying the number of other users’ past visits led to effects
in opposite directions (see Figure 2). These effects cancel
each other out when not considering the personal attributes of
users. In other words, certain design intervention may seem
ineffective, whereas a closer look at the interaction between
these intervention and the users’ attributes will reveal
effective ways to encourage contribution.
More broadly, our proposed approach to targeted design
highlights the need to tailor design features to personality or
other idiosyncratic personal characteristics, such that frontend and back-end design features will cater to users’
particular personal attributes. In recent years, a number of
studies have investigated the effects of users’ personal traits
on UI design. Studies on persuasion strategies have shown
how personality determines people’s reaction to persuasive
messages [40] and have suggested that this approach is
applicable to the design of system interfaces [34]. Studies on
adaptive UI have demonstrated that personality-based design
can reduce users’ cognitive load [30, 53]. Our studies build
on and extend such prior work, showing that personalitytargeted design can enhance online participation.
Another implication of our results is the need to explore
systems that can automatically adapt their features to users’
personal attributes. In the area of e-learning, where surveybased assessment of learner individual traits is common,
research on adaptation to individual traits has already become
popular [24]. To reduce users’ burden of answering long
personality questionnaire, designers may survey new users as
part of their joining the system, or make it part of a game-like
activity (such as PetLink).
Recent research opens interesting prospects for unobtrusive
adaptation to user personal traits. Since the survey approach
used in the present study may be less appropriate in other
kinds of interactive systems, there are less intrusive methods
for automatically detecting aspects of users’ personality.
Such methods may include a measurement of invariable traits
and dispositions (e.g., by creating a user profile), or even
capturing users’ transient preferences and attitudes such that
the UI is not only personalized across users but also tailored
to a users’ particular attitude at particular points in time.
Recent research has demonstrated the feasibility of
recognizing user traits in “rich” multi-modal and dialog
interfaces [30, 46, 50], and in Web and mobile phone
interfaces [8, 29].
A limitation of the studies presented here stems from their
experimental design: by exploring one design intervention
and one personal attribute at a time, we limit the scope of the
findings. Future work may address this by examining
simultaneously a larger number of interventions and personal
attributes. Another limitation is the measurement of personal
attributes at a single point in time.
Future research may also involve the differential effects of a
larger set of design interventions in a wider range of contexts,

including mobile and haptic interfaces. It may also consider a
wider range of personal attributes, beyond personality traits,
such as motivations and context-specific attitudes. The
present study demonstrates the utility of considering such
factors, simultaneously, in the design of social technologies.
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